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Hook-in bracket for variable 

attachment to the awning box

Prima C1 cassette awning with  

a functional die-cast aluminium  

side capArm mounts made of extruded

aluminium ensure a firm hold of 

the articulated arms

Proven hook-in technology 

with extruded aluminium 

brackets ensures a secure hold

Robust hook-in fixing also for 

the cassette awnings in the 

Prima range

Bracket for hook-in fixing for 

exacting fixing requirements, 

available in different widths

Prima awnings –
The first step into the awning world

Articulated arm awnings in the Prima 
series with a particularly attractive 
price-performance ratio.

Whether the Prima T | TS back bar 
awning, the exclusive Prima CC compact 
cassette awning or the fully enclosed 
Prima C1 cassette awning:
With a powder-coated frame, aluminium 
fixings and arm mounts and robust 
articulated arms with a twin cable, your 
enjoyment of the awning will last for 
many summers.

max. 300 cm

max. 400 cm

With Nova Hüppe awnings, it is possible 
to design a new outdoor living space to 
suit your personal taste.

Safe in terms of technology, versatile in 
terms of function and individual in terms 
of equipment and design, Novetta awnings 
turn sun shading into an element of 
lifestyle and give every building a touch  
of luxury.

Novetta awnings – 
It can be so beautiful at home

Pitch adjuster made of drop-forged 

aluminium with an automatically 

locking windlock mechanism

Novetta Plus 2 double articulated arm awning 

with an additionally extendible area

LED lighting and radio control  

of the drop down valance are the 

hallmarks of the Novetta Plus R
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The Novetta Plus F is a fully enclosed 
cassette awning that is particularly 
distinguished by its flat design 
(overall height of 15 cm).

With its "self-supporting structure", 
this type of awning offers extremely 
high stability, so that only two 
attachment points are required in 
almost all cases. 

Another plus point of this excellent 
awning: The Novetta Plus F can be 
manufactured in one piece with three 
articulated arms up to a width or 800 cm 
and a projection of 400 cm!

A perfect design and great functionality 
ultimately make the Novetta Plus F the 
top model among cassette awnings.

Novetta Plus F: The elegant flat cassette

Drop-forged aluminium arm 

mount with a windlock mechanism 

and tilt reset 

Novetta Plus F is also available on 

request with up to seven dimmable 

LED spotlights (mounted in the 

base profile!)

Other benefits: Flexible mounting 

area and a small number of fixing 

brackets

800 400 1300 5- 40 ° 5
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The Novetta Plus R combines modern 
technology with a puristic design in  
an innovative cassette awning and  
represents a continuation of the  
successful and proven Novetta Plus F:  
An extremely torsion-resistant cassette  
– offering perfect protection of the  
fabric – with a minimal need for fixing 
points.

This pioneering awning is equipped as 
standard with high-quality, dimmable 
LED lighting across the entire width  
of the awning to ensure a pleasant  
ambience on your terrace or balcony.

The lighting system, housed in a separate 
aluminium profile, can be easily mounted 
and removed independently of the 
cassette awning.

With the electric drop down valance that 
is also generally included, you can 
counteract the low sun and operate this 
additional awning conveniently from 
your favourite spot by radio control. 

Novetta Plus R: The multifunctional cassette awning

 

State-of-the-art design perfected 

with technical enhancements

The dimmable, warm white LED light 

sets new accents

Works like a roller blind – only it is fixed 
to the wall at the side.
The retractable side awning forms the 
perfect lateral closure of your awning 
and your optional additional drop down 
valance. Trapezoidal shapes can also be 
adapted to the awning pitch!

Also closed at the side: 
Novetta retractable side awning
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600 350 5- 40 °

650 300 5

Inductive charging ensures that 

the standard, electrically 

operated drop down valance  is 

kept ready to use
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When the awning is closed, all 

profiles move close to each other. 

This means that a relatively small 

installation space is required for 

this double awning

For installation in unprotected 

places, the attractive cover panel 

provides good protection of the 

fabric

The additional area offers 

additional, exclusive shading –  

the outstanding feature of the 

Novetta Plus 2

The exclusive Novetta Plus 2 opens up 
new dimensions in awning technology. 
Its additional extendible area creates 
more space outdoors and protects 
against the low sun, prying eyes and 
provides a feeling of security.

The substantially revised, harmonious 
design of the Novetta Plus 2 offers a low 
overall depth even when the awning is 
retracted. 

And with the cover panel to protect 
against the weather, optimum  
protection for the awning and fabric is 
ensured even in unprotected areas of  
the house wall.

Novetta Plus 2: The double awning with additional benefits

600500 250 
110

300 
110

8- 45 ° 5
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Fig. Novetta Plus H sleeve awning
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With its puristic, cubic design, the 
Novetta Plus Q cassette awning is very 
similar to the shading system. Here too, 
the straight lines and square design of the 
awning box impress any onlookers. 
 
A modern cassette awning that can be 
perfectly incorporated and integrated 
into the current architecture that is 
oriented toward clear structures, 
especially in single and semi-detached 
houses.

The mechanics with drop-forged  
arm mounts and highly resilient  
chain-operated articulated arms come 
from the Novetta modular system that 
has been tried and tested over many 
years. The pitch is infinitely adjustable 
between 5 and 40°.

Novetta Plus Q: A cassette awning in a cubic design

A puristic design and optimal 

functionality: The Novetta Plus Q 

when it is closed

The optionally available rear panel 

closes off the box for ceiling 

or rafter mounting

The end cap of the front profile 

assimilates the cubic lines of the 

box

650 350 5- 40 ° 5
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600 300 5- 45 ° 5

A compact and sophisticated design and 
an extremely small cassette height are 
distinguishing features of the Prima C1. 
It is also extremely easy to install – This 
cassette awning can be mounted on the 
wall, ceiling or rafters depending on your 
requirements.

Sophisticated technology – The awning 
fabric and articulated arms are protected –  
and an attractive design forms an  
outstanding unit in the Prima C1.

Prima C1: The sophisticated cassette awning

 

The flat overall height is only 

14 cm and the pitch can be 

infinitely adjusted up to 45°

The gap between the cassette and 

the wall is sealed off visually using 

colour-matched aluminium covers
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The Novetta CC ensures greater creative 
freedom. The maximum dimensions with 
a width of 6.5 m and projection of 4 m 
provide ideal shading for your large 
terrace. The Novetta CC can also be 
coupled together to provide even greater 
width. This can then achieve a maximum 
shading area of around 45 square metres.

The proven Novetta technology and a 
modern design perfectly complement 
the requirement for a unique living 
solution in the open air.

Novetta CC: 
The perfect compact cassette

The Prima CC with its compact cassette 
ensures optimum protection from the 
wind and weather. The awning fabric is 
particularly protected from the effects  
of the weather, thus ensuring a long 
service life.

With the high-quality tilt reset, the 
cassette retains the starting position  
in its retracted position at every  
individually selected pitch.

Prima CC:  
The alternative compact cassette

Side view of the Prima CC 

with attractive profiles and 

aluminium side caps

The Prima CC cuts a fine figure 

especially when it is closed

600 300 5- 45 ° 5

The tilt reset in the pitch adjuster 

allows the tilt to be adjusted 

individually

The almost identical Novetta CC is 

optimally protected from the wind 

and weather when it is retracted

650 400 1200 5- 45 ° 5
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Novetta Plus H with a fully 

enclosed sleeve

5600 400 1200 5- 45 °

5425 400 5- 30 °

Prima TS: The solid 
standard awning

The Prima TS back bar awning offers  
solid quality in a robust construction 
combined with a modern design. It 
provides pleasant shading on terraces 
and balconies. 

The integrated protective rain hood of 
the Prima TS offers additional protection 
against dirt and the effects of the 
weather. This extends the service life of 
the awning. The aluminium side cover 
optimally rounds off the design. With 
the appropriate brackets, the awning can 
be easily mounted on the wall, ceiling or 
rafters.

The Novetta Plus H offers well-proven 
awning technology with optimum safety 
thanks to highly resilient chain-operated 
articulated arms.

The protective sleeve provides all-round 
protection for the awning fabric in all 
weather conditions. The easily removable 
valance can be safely and securely concealed 
in the sleeve during the winter season.

For specific structural situations, the 
Novetta XS offers the option of choosing an 
awning projection that is greater than the 
width. This so-called narrow awning is also 
available as a Novetta XH articulated arm 
awning with a protective sleeve for the 
awning fabric.

Novetta Plus H: 
The protective sleeve awning

Novetta XH | XS with greater 

projection than width

Side view of the Prima TS 

with an integrated protective hood 

and tilt joint with a windlock 

mechanism

600 300 55- 45 °
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Novetta Basic with a rigid, 

extruded arm mount and a  

highly resilient chain-operated  

articulated arm

 

Novetta Plus 1 with a drop-forged 

arm mount and an integrated 

windlock mechanism and tilt reset

Prima T: The solid standard awning

This back bar awning offers solid quality 
in a robust construction combined with  
a modern design at a particularly 
attractive price.

The Prima T open awning provides 
pleasant shading on terraces and 
balconies. With the appropriate brackets, 
the awning can be easily mounted on the 
wall, ceiling or rafters.

The Novetta Basic already defines the 
high demands placed on the Novetta 
articulated arm awning range. Proven 
frame technology, solid workmanship 
and extensive equipment variants 
provide scope for a variety of designs.

The Novetta Plus 1 has classic awning 
technology with sophisticated technical 
details and exclusive equipment. The 
fixing of the articulated arm directly to 
the wall, ceiling or rafters with wide 
brackets gives the awning excellent 
structural stability and provides safety 
when gusts of wind occur.

Novetta Basic | Plus 1:  
The open articulated arm awnings

 

Prima T with a rigid arm connection 

and pitch adjustment option

600 300 5

5- 45 °

700 400 1400

5

5- 45 °
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Awning product overview

Anthracite texture 

(colour 61)

White aluminium

(RAL 9006)

Traffic white

(RAL 9016)

Novacolor 

fine texture (MP)

All RAL colours 

(surcharge)

Awning frame colours

Variant Width Projection | Pitch Drive Colours Mounting Accessories
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Prima T x 1890 6000 – 1500 3000 – 5° – 45° M S A S S A S A A S A A S – – A

Prima TS x 1970 6000 – 1500 3000 – 5° – 45° M S A S S A S A A S A A S – – –

Prima C1 x 1724 6000 – 1500 3000 – 5° – 45° M S A S S A S A A S A A – – – –

Prima CC x 1970 6000 – 1500 3000 – 5° – 45° M S A S S A S A A S A A A – – –

Novetta Basic x 1750 7000 14000 1500 4000 3500 5° – 45° M S A S S S S A A S A A S A – A

Novetta Plus 1 x 1770 7000 14000 1500 4000 3500 5° – 45° M S A S S S S A A S A A S A – A

Novetta XS x 1120 4250 – 1500 4000 – 5° – 30° M S A S S S S A A S A A S A – –

Novetta XH x 1120 4250 – 1500 4000 – 5° – 30° M S A S S S S A A S A A S A – –

Novetta Plus H x 1830 6000 12000 1500 4000 3500 5° – 45° M S A S S S S A A S A A S A – –

Novetta Plus 2 x 1830 6000 – 1500 3000 – 5° – 45° M S A S S A S A A S A A S – – A

Novetta CC x 1830 6500 13000 1500 4000 3500 5° – 45° M S A S S A S A A S A A A A A3) –

Novetta Plus Q x 1840 6500 – 1500 3500 – 5° – 40° M S A S S A S A A S A A – – – –

Novetta Plus F x 1780 8000 13000 1500 4000 3500 5° – 40° M S A S S A S A A S A A2) – A – –

Novetta Plus R x 1880 6500 – 1500 3500 – 5° – 40° – – S1) S S A S A A S A A – – S4) –

Please note that not all size combinations are possible. 

1) Only available with an RTS radio-controlled motor
2) Not possible for widths greater than 6501 mm
3) Drop down valance with a battery-powered electric motor based on solar power
4) Drop down valance with a battery-powered electric motor and induction charging

M = Price reduction | S = Standard | A = For a surcharge | – = Not possible

Fig. Novetta Plus F cassette awning



Schmiedeweg 4 + 6
26135 Oldenburg, Germany
Phone +49 441 39036-0 
Fax +49 441 39036-36
www.novahueppe.de

Nova Hüppe GmbH
Sun shading systems

Nova Hüppe on Facebook

Nova Hüppe on Instagram

Colour, material and technology are subject to change without notice.

Explanation of the pictograms (MP=for a surcharge):

Maximum load 
capacity due to  
drop-forged parts

Maximum 
width

cm

Maximum 
projection

cm

Max. width 
of coupled 
systems

cm

Pitch angle 
(decentralised)

Angle

Drop 
down 
valance

Wind force 
(Beaufort 
scale)

5

Tw i lig h

t

Tu
ch

em
pfehlung Twilight recommended – use in a vertical direction:

Summer thermal insulation. Anti-glare protection. View to the outside. Dimensionally stable.

Smart home ready - prepared for the Somfy 
Tahoma® Switch smart home system


